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NEW: TrueKeys, Steinway & American. True Keys is a virtual piano collection based
on three highly revered concert grands. With nearly 50,000 audio files recorded
with multiple high end mics and over 10,000 audio files recorded from live-concert
sources with separate microphone channels and guitar inputs with dual mic
channels, this is truly a virtual concert grand! TrueKeys – No Worry Approved Not
only can the TrueKeys program simulate an actual Steinway concert grand, it does
so with unmatched accuracy, from the deepest percussion to the smallest - real
single note articulation. This means you no longer need to... Download True Keys
to your computer: Kevin MacLeod (incompetech.com) Licensed under Creative Commons:
By Attribution 3.0 License True Keys is a virtual piano collection based on three
highly revered concert grands. With nearly 50,000 audio files recorded with
multiple high end mics and over 10,000 audio files recorded from live-concert
sources with separate microphone channels and guitar inputs with dual mic
channels, this is truly a virtual concert grand! TrueKeys – No Worry Approved Not
only can the TrueKeys program simulate an actual Steinway concert grand, it does
so with unmatched accuracy, from the deepest percussion to the smallest - real
single note articulation. This means you no longer need to... Download True Keys
to your computer: True Keys is a virtual piano collection based on three highly
revered concert grands. With nearly 50,000 audio files recorded with multiple high
end mics and over 10,000 audio files recorded from live-concert sources with
separate microphone channels and guitar inputs with dual mic channels, this is
truly a virtual concert grand! TrueKeys – No Worry Approved Not only can the
TrueKeys program simulate an actual Steinway concert grand, it does so with
unmatched accuracy, from the deepest percussion to the smallest - real single note
articulation. This means you no longer need to... TrueKeys 7.1.0.1 Vi Labs True
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